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It is an alluring proposition to 
contemplate: a new regional 
order marked by harmony 
and co-existence among the 
countries of Northeast Asia. 
The successful proliferation of 
various regional initiatives in 
recent decades and the enduring 
resilience of the European 
Union’s great experiment 
with regional integration both 
encourage the vision. 
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the optimism that attaches to the idea is rooted 
in growing economic interdependence, the col-
lapse of the bipolar structure of the cold War 
era, and the persistence of intricate social and 
cultural networks across the region.

 there is considerable risk, however, that op-
timism could turn to despair. It is unthinkable 
to imagine the establishment of an eu-style or-
der in Asia without first tackling the problem of 
identity politics and nationalism. Asia’s collective 
historical memory is scarred by the effects of na-
tional identity and the politics of nationalism. to 
varying degrees, china, Japan, and Korea are at 
the center of this dilemma where the temptation 
to pursue parochial nationalism at the expense of 
regional cooperation and integration lures some 
politicians into striking what amounts to a Faus-
tian bargain with the forces of the past. here too, 
europe, with its long history of regional conflict, 
serves up rich examples, but of a darker kind. If 
europe has overcome much of this legacy, the 
tragedy of great power politics still haunts Asia.1 
Aaron Friedberg even predicts that “europe’s 
past could be Asia’s future.”2

A liberal regional order in Asia will require 
more than an accommodation of national in-
terests and power politics in a collective secu-
rity system. It will require building a collective 
identity that transcends parochial national 
interests. some liberal political theorists go 
beyond this. According to them, a viable and 
sustainable regional order cannot be achieved 
without inducing the internal transformation 
of regional actors. In this regard, adoption of 

a market economy and democracy are seen as 
essential.3 the ultimate liberal vision is total 
regional integration evolving from a free trade 
area, common market, and currency union into 
political integration that would accompany a 
collective security system. 

none of this will occur without addressing 
the issue of national identity and the subjective 
understandings of its development and behav-
ioral manifestations; identity is as important as 
power and national interests in shaping and sus-
taining a regional order. simply because most 
countries in a given region are usually afflicted 
with the fractured pain of the past, identity and 
collective memory are crucial variables in forg-
ing shared values and common goals vital to 
the formation of a “community of security.” It is 
virtually inconceivable for nations to engage in 
cooperative practices without first healing the 
pain and then recognizing and respecting the 
identity of others.4

faCing ThE PasT: an oVErViEw of rEgion-
al ordEr in asia
It is vital to understand the historical transforma-
tion of the northeast Asian regional order before 
considering the impact of national identity and 
nationalism on its present and future. northeast 
Asia has undergone four major transformations: 
china-centered tributary order; imperial order 
under Japanese dominance; American hegem-
onic order since 1945; and a still-emerging post-
cold War order whose shape has not yet been 
determined.5 northeast Asian countries’ national 
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identity has been greatly influenced by their rela-
tive position in the regional order and the related 
cognitive dynamics, and vice versa. 

Prior to the 7th century, the region was in a 
rather anarchical state. Although china was the 
most powerful empire in the region, it constantly 
engaged in border conflicts with its neighbors. 
there were no commonly accepted norms, rules, 
or procedures governing inter-state relations, 
and territorial conquest and annexation became 
the principal rule of the game. however, begin-
ning with the tang dynasty (618-907), northeast 
Asian political geography began to reveal a new 
outlook, which lasted until the Qing dynasty 
(1616-1912). china established itself as the “mid-
dle kingdom” and consolidated a hierarchical 
regional order by imposing an extensive tribu-
tary network. Most peripheral “barbarian” states 
paid tribute to china, which in turn reciprocat-
ed by bestowing its blessing. china’s suzerainty 
was justified in the name of a heavenly mandate 
(tianming)6. While Korea and part of Japan paid 
tributes to china, an increasing area of south-
east Asian states also either paid tribute to china 
or acknowledged chinese suzerainty (e.g., Ma-
lacca). of course, the tributary system was not 

universally accepted. As the Japanese invasion 
of the Korean Peninsula in the late 16th century 
illustrates, Japan occasionally challenged chi-
nese hegemony. various thai kingdoms also 
attempted to consolidate their imperial base by 
challenging china.

the rise and spread of the sino-centric system 
before the 20th century was founded on two 
factors: one was material, and the other moral.7 
china was the only regional actor able to project 
hegemonic hard power, and no one could read-
ily challenge it. At the same time, the reigning 
moral superiority of confucianism contributed 
to enhancing china’s status. According to con-
fucianism, which is based on hierarchical social 
relationships, china was the center of moral 
gravity, whereas other actors were peripheral 
barbarians to be enlightened through confu-
cian teachings. china’s confucian superstruc-
ture and moral superiority, coupled with its 
material power, universalized a regional order 
of ‘respect the great, namely china, while china 
takes care of the small (shita zixiao)’. Although 
there were occasional territorial invasions and 
conquests (e.g., Mongolian invasion of the Ko-
ryo dynasty), china did not engage in territo-
rial conquest and political domination. In fact, 
china was able to sustain confucian peace by 
implanting an order of solidarity based on the 
notion of a Gramscian hegemony that emanated 
from culture and persuasion.8

the china-centered hegemonic order was pri-
marily organized by tribute-blessing (chaogong-
huici) relationships. Although local potentates 

It is vital to understand 
the historical 
transformation of the 
Northeast Asian regional 
order before considering 
the impact of national 
identity and nationalism 
on its present and future. 
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exercised absolute authority over their subjects 
within their own territorial boundaries, politi-
cal suzerainty belonged to the imperial court 
of china. the launching of a new dynasty and 
monarchical succession by a tributary state re-
quired a prior investiture by the Mandarin court. 
Failure to win chinese imperial approval often 
led to local political crises over legitimacy. un-
der the principle of suzerainty and the tributary 
system, the external sovereignty of peripheral 
states was profoundly limited. Juridical equals 
were not allowed, and external sovereignty was 
by and large compromised by the hierarchical 
order, which was tied to geographic and cultural 
proximity to china.9 those countries that were 
closer to china in terms of geography and culture 
were more equal than those that were not. For 
example, china was considered the big brother, 
Korea, a middle brother, and Japan, a younger 
brother.10 china intervened whenever this order 
was jeopardized. the Ming dynasty intervention 
in Korea during the 1592 Japanese invasion offers 
a prime example. the sino-centric hierarchical 
order brought about a relatively long peace in 
northeast Asia because relationships were mutu-
ally beneficial and the peripheral states voluntar-
ily accepted the arrangement culturally.11

In the late 19th century, however, the Japa-
nese imperial order began to replace the sino-
centered tributary system. Japan defeated china 
in the sino-Japanese War in 1894-1895, and the 
Shimonoseki treaty was signed, through which 
china gave up its suzerainty over the Korean Pe-
ninsula, and recognized the independence and 
autonomy of the Chosun dynasty.12 Japan’s in-
fluence grew phenomenally following the war, 
which also paved the way for Japan’s annexa-
tion of the Korean Peninsula after its victory in 
the Russo-Japanese War of 1904-05. 

Beginning in May 1927, Japan began project-
ing its power onto the chinese mainland by 
sending its troops to shandong province, os-
tensibly to protect Japanese citizens and their 
property. Japan’s successive victories in the 
Manchurian War (1931) and the china-Japan 
War from 1937 further consolidated its power 
and influence in the continent. By the time Ja-
pan declared the Pacific War with the surprise 
attack on Pearl harbor in december 1941, it had 
completed the conquest of the Korean Penin-
sula, Manchuria, and taiwan.

the northeast Asian regional order under 
Japanese hegemony was founded on imperial 
power and naked territorial conquest. however, 
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Japan beautified its conquest under the slogan of 
Pan-Asianism.13 central to Pan-Asianism was the 
concept of a new east Asian order (Toa Shinchit-
sujo) that was designed to form a vast regional 
economic bloc under the guidance of Japan. In 
1940, the Konoe Fumimaro cabinet announced 
the Basic national Policy outline (kihon kokusaku 
yoko) that formalized the doctrine of the Greater 
east Asian co-prosperity sphere (Daitoa Kyoe-
iken), which was composed of five categories of 
actors: guiding state (Japan), independent states 
(Republic of china, Manchurian, thailand), inde-
pendent states under Japan’s protection (Burma, 
the Philippines, and Indonesia), colonial states 
under Japan’s direct rule (Korea and taiwan), 
and colonial states outside the sphere (French 
Indochina and Portuguese timor).14 All were in-
corporated into the sphere under the principle of 
“one extended Japanese imperial family” (hakko 
Ichiu).15 on January 21, 1942, then-Prime Minister 
tojo hideki, who was later convicted and hanged 
as the principal war criminal of the Pacific War, 
justified the construction of the Daitoa Kyoeiken 
in the following way:

The fundamental objective of the Daitoa Kyoeik-
en consists in the establishment of a [regional] or-
der for co-existence and co-prosperity that is based 
on self-restraint of each state and nation in Greater 
East Asia as well as morality of the empire... Some 
parts of the region, albeit [with] abundant re-
sources, have experienced underdeveloped culture 
due to excessive exploitation by Great Britain and 
the United States for the past one hundred years. 
The Japanese empire will work together with these 
regions in order to establish perpetual peace in 
Greater East Asia and will build a new world order 
along with our allies.16

the concept of the Daitoa Kyoeiken has sev-
eral important implications. First, it was predi-
cated on imperial expansion through territorial 

conquest. Although the doctrine declared Japan 
as a guiding state, Japanese hegemonic leader-
ship was not benign. second, the Daitoa Kyoe-
iken can be seen as a defensive move by Japan 
to counter Western economic penetration and 
domination as evidenced through the “Yellow 
Peril” racism of the West during the period. 
thus the sphere, which was based on an intra-
regional division of labor (industrial production 
in the north and agricultural production in the 
south) took the form of a closed regionalism 
that was mediated through the hegemony of 
the Japanese yen. Finally, as the notion of “one 
extended Japanese imperial family” illustrates, 
Japan attempted to develop the sphere into a 
unified organic entity through acculturation. 
thus, the Daitoa Kyoeiken emphasized the 
importance of cultural identity as much as it 
served as a political and economic instrument 
for Japanese domination.

the allies’ victory in the Pacific War again re-
shaped the northeast Asian regional order. the 
cold War bipolar system divided the region into 
two axes: the southern axis was comprised of 
the united states, Japan, and south Korea and 
the northern axis of the soviet union, china, 
and north Korea. Rivalry between the two blocs 
contributed to altering the regional security 
landscape. Whereas the northern bloc loosened 
due to intra-bloc competition between the soviet 
union and china and newly emerging coopera-
tive ties between the u.s. and china during the 
period of detente, the southern bloc was solidi-
fied by American bilateral alliances. In the early 
1980s, the united states under President Ron-
ald Reagan pursued a more assertive east Asian 
policy through offensive deterrence, forward de-
ployment, and coalition warfare. American he-
gemony in the southern axis and passive strate-
gic responses from the northern axis produced a 

14 kenichi goto, “kindai nihon-tonan ajia kankei shiron Josetsu 
[on the history of Japan-southeast asian relations],” in kenji 
tsuchiya (ed.), Nashonarizumu to Kokumin Kokka [Nationalism 
and the Nation State] (tokyo: tokyo university Press, 1994), 
pp.38-40; victor J. koshiman, “asianism’s ambivalent legacy,” in 
katzenstein and shiraishi (eds.), Network Power, pp.83-110 

15 shigenori nomura, senso to shiso [War and Philosophy] (tokyo: 
fukyo nihon kyokai, 1942); Keiichi Eguchi, Nihon no Rekishi 14: 
Futatsu no Taisen [history of Japan 14: two World Wars] (tokyo: 
shogakukan, 1993), pp.351-352

16 re-quoted from eguchi, Futatsu no Taisen, pp.43-44
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hybrid form of loose bipolar order in the region.
the northeast Asian regional economic or-

der also underwent a profound transformation. 
While Washington’s containment strategy drove 
china and north Korea to pursue self-reliance 
for most of the cold War era, Japan and south 
Korea rose from the ashes of wartime destruc-
tion under American patronage. the united 
states was a benign hegemonic leader that 
provided extensive military and economic as-
sistance. It methodically pushed Japan, south 
Korea, and taiwan to adopt an export-led 
growth strategy that was partly responsible for 
their economic miracles. American contain-
ment strategy allowed these countries to enjoy 
economic benefits under a liberal international 
economic order. As rapid industrial transforma-
tion and strategic state intervention enhanced 
the international competitiveness of Japan and 
south Korea in the 1970s and 1980s, trade fric-
tions between the united states and its north-
east Asian partners intensified. nevertheless, 
the multilateral trade order pursued by the 
united states continued to govern the economic 
behavior of Japan and south Korea. 

since the late 1980s, however, northeast Asia 
has undergone another round of major changes.17 
the demise of the soviet union ended the bipolar 
confrontation, and the advent of the post-cold 
War era began to reveal signs of strategic change 
in the region. First, with the dissolution of the 
soviet union, northeast Asia has encountered a 
unipolar moment of American hegemony, but it 
is still unclear whether the united states has the 
will and intention to play the role of hegemonic 
leadership in the region by capitalizing on this 
unique moment in human history.18 the attacks 
of september 11, 2001 made the u.s. role even 
more uncertain because of the change in strate-
gic posture under the Bush doctrine, which has 

shifted the emphasis of security concerns to glo-
bal terrorism and weapons of mass destruction 
(WMd), moral absolutism, increasingly hegem-
onic unilateral behavior, and offensive realism, 
signals a major realignment of American policy 
in northeast Asia.19

second, the preponderance of American 
power and presence can no longer be taken for 
granted. supported by its dramatic economic 
growth, industrialization, and technological up-
grading, china appears to be catching up with 
the united states, leading to fears of a power 
transition and potential regional conflicts.20 In 
addition, there is increasing domestic pressure 
for Japanese remilitarization. As long as the 
united states remains in the region, chinese 
hegemonic ascension and Japanese remilitari-
zation can be delayed but American disengage-
ment could terminate a collective defense based 
on the hub-and-spoke model, while reviving 
and intensifying old wounds by pitting regional 
actors against each other. unless a multilateral 
security cooperation regime is formed and cul-
tivated during the American presence, it seems 
highly unlikely that northeast Asian will experi-
ence a smooth transition from collective defense 
to cooperative and collective security. 

Finally, the forces of globalization and in-
creasing intra-regional economic interdepend-
ence could enhance opportunities for multilat-
eral security cooperation through shared norms 
and values as well as intra-regional economic 
integration. A multilateral economic order un-
der World trade organization (Wto) frame-
work still serves as the dominant regime for 
northeast Asian countries. But they have re-
cently been deliberating on diverse strategies to 
form preferential trade arrangements involving 
bilateral (e.g., Japan-south Korea) and trilat-
eral (northeast Asian) free trade agreements 
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(FtAs).21 china, Japan, and south Korea have 
also been actively seeking to reach bilateral 
FtAs with the countries of the Association of 
southeast Asian nations (AseAn). the current 
regional economic order can be characterized 
as an overlapping structure of bilateralism, sub-
regionalism, and multilateralism.

Given the historical legacy of northeast Asia’s 
past forms of regional order, the transforma-
tive dynamics suggest a rather gloomy outlook 
for the future of intra-regional cooperation. Al-
though the institutional foundations of the old 
sino-centric tributary system were completely 
demolished, lingering legacies still affect the pat-
tern of conflict and cooperation among north-
east Asian countries. While chinese memory of 
its central hegemonic role in the old order has 
remained a source of inspiration for the creation 
of a greater china sphere, Japan has also not 
completely graduated from the old glory of Dai-
toa Kyoeiken. Meanwhile, Koreans have not yet 
overcome the psychological trauma stemming 
from its status reversal under Japanese colonial 
domination. collective memory has amplified 
the cognitive dissonance among these countries. 
Indeed, no country in the region has escaped the 
memory of domination and subjugation, while 
national identity and nationalism have signifi-
cantly undercut efforts to create and sustain a 
harmonious regional order.

a rEViVal of nEo-naTionalisM in norTh-
EasT asia; nEo-naTionalisM in JaPan
Japan, south Korea and china have all experi-
enced a notable resurgence of nationalism in 
recent years, and this has had a marked impact 
on public perceptions within each country of 
the others (see box, right). this, in turn, has 
negatively reinforced and amplified vicious na-
tionalism across national boundaries.
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graph 1 source: “Public opinion survey  
on Diplomacy by the cabinet office  
of Japan (abridged),” october 2004,  
www.mansfieldfdn.org/polls/poll-05-6.htm

graph 2 source: Joint survey conducted  
by Donga ilbo (south korea), asahi 
shimbun (Japan), and the chinese 
academy of social science (china), 2005.

21 in-gyo chung, Korea’s FTA Policy: Focusing on Bilateral 
FTAs with Chile and Japan (seoul: kieP, 2002). 
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Japan has experienced two waves of nationalist 
revival since the early 1980s. the first came from 
the top as the country’s right-wing political elite, 
emboldened by Japan’s status as an economic 
superpower, began to lay claim to Japan’s own 
identity. Yasuhiro nakasone led the way, calling 
on Japan to overcome the masochistic view of 
history nurtured by the tokyo War crimes tri-
bunal. he stirred the nationalist revival by not 
only paying tribute to the Yasukuni Shrine, which 
houses the remains of class A war criminals, but 
also campaigning for the “internationalization 
of Japan.”22 A number of conservative politicians 
followed his lead and underlying the first revival 
of Japanese nationalist sentiments was the rea-
lignment of Japan’s international political status 
to befit its economic power.

the second wave of nationalist revival emerged 
in the mid-1990s. Ishida and others identify four 
variants of this neo-nationalism.23 the first is the 
historical revisionist movement, led by the soci-
ety for the study of Liberal historical view and 
the society for Making new history textbooks, 
among others. According to them, contemporary 
Japanese history was gravely distorted by the 
united states in order to implant a masochistic 
view of history in the minds of the Japanese.24 
Among the revisionist historical claims: the Pa-
cific War was initiated to liberate Asia from West-
ern imperial domination; the rape of nanking is 
an outright fabrication by the chinese; the exist-
ence of comfort women is fictional.

the second variant is what Ishida and others 
term parasitic nationalism.25 It can be seen as a 

conscious move by Japanese elite to promote 
their nationalist agenda by following the lead 
of the united states. Adoption of legislative and 
policy measures such as the new defense Guide-
lines, overseas dispatch of non-combat forces, 
and the emergency-related Act were, on the face 
of it, designed to accommodate American foreign 
and national security demands. But compliance 
was, in fact, tantamount to fostering Japan’s 
own transformation by using American policies 
to realize Japanese nationalist goals, such as 
the recovery of military sovereignty.26 Ishihara 
shintaro, the controversial tokyo governor, be-
longs to this category. he was initially seen as a 
staunch anti-American Japanese nationalist, the 
co-author of the book, The Japan that Can Say 
“No,” meaning “no” to the united states.27 But 
he has since shifted from anti-American to anti-
chinese nationalism by arguing that in order to 
cope with threats from china, north Korea, and 
global terrorists, Japan should strengthen its al-
liance with the united states.28

A third strain of the latest revival is so-called 
primordial nationalism, which attempts to re-
vive Japanese national identity through the 
resuscitation of the imperial system.29 tradi-
tional Japanese nationalism was rooted in the 
imperial system which deified the emperor as 
the essence of Japanese national identity. But 
the post-war constitution introduced by the 
American occupation government demoted the 
emperor to only a symbolic figure.30 Proponents 
strive to enhance the internal cohesion and uni-
ty of Japan by resorting to the essence of na-
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tional identity again being manifested through 
the emperor. Former Prime Minister Mori Yoshi-
ro’s remark, “Japan is a Kami no Kuni (a divine 
country) with the emperor at its center,” well 
underscores this primordial sentiment.31

Finally, neo-nationalism has increasingly 
taken the form of xenophobic populism remi-

niscent of the Kanto Great earthquake in the 
1920s, during which the Japanese massacred 
Korean residents in the Kanto area by spread-
ing the rumor that they engaged in arson and 
thefts. Racism has become the driving force of 
this populist nationalism. Ishihara shintaro’s 
recent remarks attributing an increase in crime 
to chinese and other foreign, mostly Asian, resi-
dents in Japan exemplify this trend.

neo-nationalism has become a major driving 
force behind Japan’s foreign and domestic pol-
icy. Japan’s quest of national identity through 
assertive nationalism can negatively affect re-
gionalism in several ways. For northeast Asian 
countries, the revival of right-wing nationalism 
in Japan is closely associated with the memory 
of Japanese colonial expansion and Daitoa Kyoe-
iken. these perceptions will make it harder to 

enhance regional cooperation with Japan and 
accept its regional leadership. the resurgence 
of nationalist sentiments has also led to a new 
domestic political geography in which ‘doves 
(hato ha)’ have lost their power and influence, 
whereas ‘hawks (taka ha)’ have taken a com-
manding height.32 such realignment has nega-
tive implications for regional cooperation since 
‘doves’ have traditionally valued close ties with 
china and south Korea and promoted the idea 
of northeast Asian regionalism. Meanwhile, 
‘hawks’ favor a confrontational foreign policy 
on neighboring countries, and have successfully 
exploited it for domestic political gains.33 

nEo-naTionalisM in soUTh KorEa
As with Japan, south Korea is also witnessing re-
surgent nationalist sentiments that defy the forces 
of globalization and regionalization. south Kore-
an militants took the lead in aborting the cancun 
Wto meeting and organizing opposition to the 
liberalization of rice markets and bilateral free 
trade agreements (FtA). on the political front, 
concerns about china’s rise have been muted 
while anger is often directed against Japan and 
America. Koreans have responded somewhat hys-
terically to the revival of Japanese neo-national-
ism and the massive candlelight demonstrations 
held to protest the accidental death of two female 
middle school students at the hands of American 
soldiers in 2002 crystallized anger at what some 
view as Korea’s neo-colonial status. 

 there are three contending variants of na-
tionalism in Korea – the primordial, the instru-

Neo-nationalism has 
become a major driving 
force behind Japan’s 
foreign and domestic policy.

29 sang-jung kang, Nashonarizumu [Nationalism] (tokyo: 
iwanami shoten, 2001); sang-jung kang and hiroshi morris, 
Nashonarizumu no Kokufuku [Overcoming the Nationalism] 
(tokyo: shueisha sinsho, 2002)

30 on the establishment and role of the post-War emperor system, 
refer to kenneth J. ruoff, The People’s Emperor: Democracy 
and the Japanese Monarchy, 1945-1995 (cambridge: harvard 
university asia center, 2001)

31 the whole statement by yoshiro mori can be seen at the 
Jinja online network association website. http://jinja.jp/jikyoku/
kaminokuni/kaminokuni2.html

32 yoshibumi Wakamiya, “hatoha no fuyu [the Dove’s Winter],” 
Asahi Shimbun, february 29, 2004

33 takashi sasaki, “nashonarizumu no Jidai wo yomu [reading the 
age of nationalism],” Tokyo Shimbun, June 12, 2005

34 Jae-ho cheon, “minjokjuui yongu ui hyunhwang [Present  
status of study of nationalism],” tongil munje yongu, 23(may 
1995), pp.230-246; Duk-kyu Jhin (ed.), Hankuk ui Minjokjuui  
[The Nationalism of Korea] (seoul: seoul sasangsa, 1976)

35 young-hun chung, ‘Dangun Minjokjuui’ wa Keu Cheongshin 
Sasangsajeok Seongkyuk e kwanhan Yongu [a study of the ‘Dangun 
nationalism’ and its characteristics of Political Philosophy] (seoul: 
the graduate school of Politics and Diplomacy, Dankuk university, 
1993), unpublished Ph.D. dissertation
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mental, and the post-modernist.34 the primor-
dial perspective argues that national identity, 
history, language, and culture flow from a com-
mon ancestor, Dangun, the legendary founder 
of Korea.35 Being descendants of Dangun, Kore-
ans are thus heaven’s chosen people and their 
existence is believed to benefit the entire world. 
to its proponents, the Dangun legend is a his-
torical reality and the blood ties make all Kore-
ans part of one extended family.36 this view is 
reinforced at an early age as most elementary 
schools have a statue of Dangun on campus and 
offer courses on Dangun that emphasize the or-
ganic unity of the Korean people. north Korea 
has been even more assertive in championing 
this form of nationalism by claiming the discov-
ery of the original royal tomb of Dangun in a 
Pyongyang suburb in 1994 and declaring it the 
holiest site of the Korean nation.37

the instrumentalist perspective views nation-
alism as a foreign concept borrowed from eu-
rope.38 Its proponents concur with the primordial 
view of the Korean nation (minjok) but they dif-
fer in the sense that nationalism as an ideology 
emerged as an instrument to resist foreign domi-
nation, foster modernization, and consolidate 
sovereignty and unification. According to their 
view, Korean nationalism has evolved through 
three different forms. the first, an anti-imperial 
nationalism during the Japanese colonial period 
aimed at restoring state sovereignty and served 
as a backbone of the independence movement. 

the second is a modernizing nationalism. 
upon gaining independence in 1945, Korea was 
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36 sung-jo han, Hankuk Minjujui- Irongwa Silje (Korean 
Democracy: Theory and Practice) (seoul: hyunsul chulpansa, 
1984), pp.341-2; ho-sang ahn, minjok Jungron (Right Thesis on 
Nation) (seoul: sarimwon, 1982)

37 Jong-seok lee, “Juche sasang gwa minjokjuui: kue 
yonkwanseong e kwanhan yongu [Juche ideology and 
nationalism: a study on its relationship],” Tongil Munje Yongu 
21 (July 1994), pp.65-96, esp., pp.61-72; chae-wan im, “Bukhan 
ui minjokjuui iron gwa kue Byunhwa chuyi [theories of north 
korean nationalism and its changes],” Cheongshin Munhwa 
Yongu, vol.17, no.2 (June 1994), pp.37-52

When the Chinese 
embassy in Belgrade was 
mistakenly bombed by 
NATO forces in May 
1999, fierce anti-American 
demonstrations were  
held throughout China, 
the largest since the 
Cultural Revolution. 
Neither socialist ideology 
nor the democratic values 
increasingly shared among 
Chinese intellectuals could 
prevent the rise of a new 
popular nationalism.

38 yong-hee lee, “hankuk minjokjuui ui Je munje [the issues of 
korean nationalism],” in yong-hee lee, et al.. (eds.), Hankuk ui 
Minjokjuui [Nationalism of Korea] (seoul: hankuk ilbosa, 1967) 
[reincite from hak-joon kim, “tongil inyum euroseoui hankuk 
minjokjuui [korean nationalism as a unification Philosophy],” 
Tongil Munje Yongu, 21 (July 1994), p.43]; ki-byuk cha, hankuk 
minjokjuui ui inyum gwa shiltae [Philosophy and Circumstances 
of Korean Nationalism] (seoul: kachi 1978); hong-gu lee, “hankuk 
minjokjuui reul boneun sae shigak ui mosaek [searching for a 
new Perspective on korean nationalism],” Asea Yongu, vol.27, 
no.1 (January 1984), pp.38-62
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left with two national mandates, moderniza-
tion and state-building on the one hand, and 
unification on the other. In order to expedite 
the process of state-building, the south Korean 
government used official nationalism as a ve-
hicle to mobilize people and resources. Park 
chung-hee utilized this form of official nation-
alism to justify authoritarian state corporatism 
this eventually triggered the rise of populist 
nationalism (minjung minjokjuui), an ideologi-
cal movement that challenged the legitimacy of 
Park’s modernizing nationalism while focusing 
attention on demands for democracy, equality, 
and a more self-reliant economy.39 dialectal 
interactions between official and populist na-
tionalism shaped the discursive landscape of 
Korean nationalism in the 1970s and 1980s.

Finally, Korean nationalism has been closely 
associated with national unification. having at-
tained modernization, it seems quite natural that 
Korean nationalism is now focused on unifica-
tion. hak-joon Kim claims that “overcoming na-
tional division, namely national unification, is the 
very ideology and ideal of Korean nationalism. 
But Korea still remains divided, and, therefore, 
Korean nationalism encounters a major setback. 
self-actualization of Korean nationalism can be 
achieved only through national unification.”40 
With unity the ultimate goal, the instrumental-
ists view nationalism as a powerful means to 
carry out the incomplete task of national union. 

Most recently, both primordial and instrumen-
talist perspectives have been subject to immense 
critiques by post-modernists.41 they contend that 

nationalism in Korea is nothing but a social con-
struct to bind Koreans to an imagined communi-
ty through cultural identity and shared memory. 
henry h. em refutes both the primordial and in-
strumental views by stating that “….narratives 
on ‘Korean’ identity did not simply accumulate 
over time; not all such narratives got transmit-
ted, and even those that were, were invariably 
translated (reinvented) for use in the present.”42 
underlying motives are to legitimate state power, 
enhance social integration, and maintain order 
in through selective interpretation rather than 
objective reality. As carter eckert succinctly puts 
it, “nationalist paradigms have so dominated in-
tellectual life in Korea that they have obfuscated, 
subsumed, or obliterated virtually all other pos-
sible modes of historical interpretation.”43 thus, 
post-modernists believe that it is time for Kore-
ans, especially Korean intellectuals, to cast aside 
myopic nationalism in favor of post-modern, 
post-nationalist, and pluralist discourses. 

south Korea’s search for identity through 
nationalism carries with it inherent contradic-
tions that can have harmful consequences for 
a harmonious regional order. First, the south 
Korean government has been pushing for re-
gionalization and globalization but such efforts 
have been undercut by nationalist sentiment 
as evidenced by delayed negotiations over 
free trade agreements with Japan and china. 
second, assertive nationalism has instilled a 
rather ambivalent perception of neighboring 
countries among Koreans. Improving economic 
and social ties have not ameliorated the feel-

39 hyun-chae Park et al. (eds.), Hankuk Minjok Undong ui Inyum 
gwa Yoksa [Philosophy and History of Korean Nationalism 
Movements] (seoul: hangilsa, 1987); ul-bung chang, uri shidae 
minjok undong ui kwaje [Challenges of the Current Nationalism 
Movements] (seoul: hangilsa, 1987)

40 hak-joon kim, “tongil inyum euroseoui hankuk minjokjuui 
[korean nationalism as a unification Philosophy],” Tongil Munjae 
Yongu, 21 (July 1994), p.50

41 see shin and robinson (eds.), Colonial Modernity in Korea; Jie-
hyun lim, “minzokjuui: cheontong gwa keundae ui Byunjeungbeop? 
[nationalism: a Dialectic of tradition and modernity?],” 
Sungkyunkwan Inmunkwahak, vol.30 (february 2000), pp.357-370; 
Jie-hyun lim, Jokdaejok gongbumjadeul (Adversarial Accomplices) 
(seoul: sonamu, 2004)

42 henry h. em, “minjok as a modern and Democratic construct: 
shin ch’aeho’s historiography,” in shin and robinson, op.cit., p.336

43 carter eckert, “epilogue: exorcising hegel’s ghosts: toward a 
Postnationalist historiography of korea,” in shin and robinson,  
op. cit., p.366
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ing of suspicion and distrust toward Japan and 
china. disputes over dokdo, revision of Japa-
nese history textbooks, and Koizumi’s tributes 
to the Yasukuni shrine have critically impaired 
seoul-tokyo ties, which were improved by the 
Kim-obuchi Joint declaration on Future Part-
nership in 1998 as well as the joint-hosting of 
the 2002 World cup. the same can be said of 
relations with china, where chinese historical 
distortion of the Koguryo dynasty through the 
northeast Project (Dongbei Gongting) has tar-
nished south Korea’s image of china.44

Finally, for south Korean nationalists, the for-
mation of a Korean commonwealth (hanminjok 
gongdongche) is preferred to any other form of 
regional community. the preference originates 
from Korea’s historical experiences and the belief 
that Korean division was a product of the politics 
of divide and rule among major powers, and that 
china, Japan, Russia, and the united states do 
not favor Korean unification for their own na-
tional interests. thus, they feel that any mean-
ingful discussion of regional integration should 
occur only after Korean unification is achieved. 

nEo-naTionalisM in China
china’s nationalist resurgence became more pro-
nounced after the publication of China that Can 
Say ‘No’ (Zhongguo keyi shuo bu) by song et.al 
(1996).45 When the chinese embassy in Belgrade 
was mistakenly bombed by nAto forces in May 
1999, fierce anti-American demonstrations were 
held throughout china, the largest since the 
cultural Revolution. neither socialist ideology 

nor the democratic values increasingly shared 
among chinese intellectuals could prevent the 
rise of a new popular nationalism in china.

James townsend classifies chinese national-
ism into four discernable but overlapping catego-
ries: state nationalism, han nationalism, Greater 
china nationalism, and transnational chinese 
nationalism.46 the state nationalism has been 
dominant since the founding of the Republic of 
china by sun Yat-sen in 1911. As Fredrich hegel 
envisaged, the state was seen as a completion of 
nationalist projects, and state nationalism was 
a valuable instrument for independence, na-
tion-building, and modernization. han nation-
alism, meanwhile, is rooted in a shared history, 
language, and culture through which the han 
chinese believe they are superior to the outside 
world.47 Greater china nationalism is predicated 
on the concept of an extended territoriality that 
includes not only mainland china, but also hong 
Kong, Macao, and taiwan while transnational 
chinese nationalism is the most encompassing 
of all since it views all overseas chinese as an in-
tegral part of china.48 Zhimin chen and Junbo 
Jian have suggested three more recent versions 
of nationalism related to foreign policy.49 the 
first is positive nationalism, which hu Yaobang 
conceived in 1982, and still constitutes the main-
stream nationalism in china. chen and Jian ar-
gue that it is an enlightened or benign national-
ism which attempts to not only overcome the rev-
olutionary, self-reliant nationalism of the past, 
but also seek harmonious international relations. 
Moderate and conservative, it emphasizes peace 

44 although the koguryo dynasty is integral part of korean his-
tory, some chinese historians have been undertaking a massive 
historical project that attempts to justify it as a part of china’s 
peripheral history. for details, see koguryo research foundation, 
Jungkukui ‘Dongbuk Gonjung’– Keu Shilche wa Heogusung (Chi-
na’s Northeast Project – Its Reality and Fiction) (seoul: koguryo 
reseach foundation, 2004)

45 Qiang song, cang-cang Zhang, Zheng-yu tang, Qing-sheng 
gu and Bian chao, Zhungguo Keyi Shuobu [China that Can Say 
‘No’] (Beijing: Zhongguo gongshang lianho chubanshe, 1996)

46 James townsend, “chinese nationalism,” Australian Journal of 
Chinese Affairs, no.27 (January 1992), pp.97-130, esp., p.128

47 Prasenjit Duara, “De-constructing the chinese nation,” 
Australian Journal of Chinese Affairs, no.30 (1993), pp.1-26

48 according to a 1994 survey in the guangdong province, 84 
percent of respondents identified the chinese people (Zhonghua 
minzu) as the total sum of 1.1 billion chinese in mainland and 
overseas chinese. those who identified it with the han race 
(hanzu) were 3.5 percent, and those who identified it with only 
mainland chinese were 12.5 percent. kazuko mori, “chuka sekai 
no aidentiti no henyo to sai chuzo [transformation and recasting 
of identity in chinese World],” in kazuko mori (ed.), Chuka Sekai: 
Aidentiti no Saihen [Chinese World: Reorganization of Identity] 
(tokyo: tokyo university Press, 2001), p.30-32

49 Zhimin chen and Junbo Jian, “lijie Zhongguo Waijiao Zhengce: 
yi minzuzhuyi Wei Xiansuo (understanding chinese foreign Policy: 
With reference to nationalism),” Guoji Wenti Rundan, no. 36 (fall 
2004), http://irchina.org/news/view.wp?
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and stability and seeks international recognition 
and respect. Internally, positive nationalism aims 
at mobilizing the chinese for economic devel-
opment, and national integration. the second 
variant is an official patriotism that emerged in 
the wake of the tiananmen incident and the end 
of the cold War. It places great importance on 
symbols such as the national flag and anthem 
and can be seen as an official doctrine of the 
chinese communist party in order to consoli-
date state power, ensure political stability, and 
promote national integration by emphasizing 
the primacy of the nation-state. the final form is 
popular nationalism founded on three cardinal 
tenets: traditionalism (confucian, cultural na-
tionalism), neo-conservatism (primacy of central 
authority), and ‘shuo bu zhuyi (say ‘no’ ism).50’ 
Whereas official patriotism is nationalism from 
above, mass nationalism rises from below. chen 
and Jian contend that the future of chinese na-
tionalism depends on how to incorporate con-
tending forms, official and defensive vs. popular 
and offensive, into a dialectical synthesis of posi-
tive nationalism.

In spite of reform and the pressures of glo-
balization, nationalist sentiments are on the 
rise in china. What explains this? First is the 
rekindling of national identity in the context of 
a lingering collective memory – the humiliating 
subjugation to Japan and Western powers and 

long-delayed modernization.51 victimization 
narratives associated with a century of national 
humiliation have long governed the chinese na-
tional psyche, beginning with the first opium 
War in the mid 19th century. With the rediscov-
ery of its rich cultural heritage and new national 
potential, chinese nationalism, regardless of its 
form, has become a persuasive instrument to 
enhance national pride, cement national cohe-
sion and unity, and strengthen national power. 
Moreover, chinese nationalism is an expression 
of renewed confidence in the glory of the past 
and contemporary performance.

the second factor lies in the gap between 
power and status. since the reform period be-
gan in the early 1980s, china has transformed 
itself into one of the most dynamic and powerful 
economies in the world. In 2005, china became 
the third largest trading nation ($1.4 trillion) 
in the world trailing only the united states and 
Germany. Its Gross domestic Product is the sixth 
largest in the world, while its foreign currency re-
serves (at over $1 trillion) are second only to Ja-
pan. At the same time, china enjoyed a $162 bil-
lion trade surplus with the united states in 2004 
while holding $500 billion worth of u.s. govern-
ment and corporate bonds. notwithstanding this 
transformation, china has not enjoyed the inter-
national standing commensurate to its economic 
power. As the recent campaign for a peaceful rise 
(heping jueqi) illustrates, a new form of positive 
nationalism has come to the forefront of chinese 
discourse to narrow the gap between its power 
and international status.52

In spite of reform 
and the pressures 
of globalization, 
nationalist 
sentiments are on 
the rise in China. 

50 for a rich discussion of mass nationalism, refer to Peter hays 
gries, China’s New Nationalism: Pride, Politics, and Diplomacy 
(Berkeley: university of california Press, 2004). 

51 ge sun and hiroko sakamoto, “sozoryoku no hinkon to shiso 
no tetsuzuki [Poverty of creativity and Procedure of Philosophy],” 
gendai shiso, vol.29, no.4 (march 2001), pp.42-55; P. gries, 
china’s new nationalism; shigeo nishimura (ed.), gendai 
chugoku no kozo hendo 2: nashonarizumu [structucal change 
in contemporary china 2: nationalism] (tokyo: tokyo university 
Press, 2000).
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third, recent chinese nationalism also rep-
resents a reaction to a series of external events 
that interfere with its territorial and politi-
cal sovereignty and national pride. the 1989 
tiananmen incident and economic sanctions 
by the West, American and French sales of ad-
vanced weapons to taiwan, the nAto bombing, 
territorial disputes with Japan, the 2001 mid-
air collision with an American reconnaissance 
plane, and the Western blockade of Beijing’s bid 
for the 2000 olympics precipitated massive na-
tionalist sentiment in china. concurrently, any 
Western actions that are seen to interfere with 
china’s sovereignty over taiwan and tibet also 
spur nationalist responses.

 Fourth, the resurgence can also be partly at-
tributed to the Western construction of a china 
threat thesis.53 Beginning in the mid-1990s, con-
servatives in the united states began to portray 
china as a major challenger, or even threat, to 
u.s. hegemony.54 the Bush administration and 
the rise of neo-conservatives have further am-
plified the china threat thesis. Its logic is rather 
simple: conflict with china is inevitable not only 
because china has been catching up with the 
united states in terms of national power, but 
also because china is increasingly dissatisfied 
with its international and regional status. the 

only way to avoid the conflict is to slow the pace 
of china’s growing power while pushing for a 
further deepening of the capitalist system and 
democratic reform.55 the fear of rising chinese 
power in the u.s. and Japan has in turn trig-
gered “a process of malign amplification” where 
“cooperative actions are discounted and con-
flictual behavior becomes the focus of analy-
sis.”56 china’s response to this has been varied, 
ranging from the moderate ‘peaceful develop-
ment (heping fazhan)’ and ‘peaceful rise (hep-
ing jueqi),’ to a more hardline ‘preservation of 
sovereignty.’ But it has become clear that out-
side pressure has contributed to more assertive 
nationalist sentiments that justify a greater chi-
nese military build-up.57

Finally, both positive nationalism and of-
ficial patriotism have been encouraged by the 
chinese political leadership as an ideological 
alternative to the socialist governing ideology 
that has been subject to the law of diminishing 
returns.58 chinese market socialism was a great 
success. however, that very success began to 
erode the legitimacy of the chinese communist 
Party (ccP). tiananmen revealed the ccP’s po-
litical limits but the polarization of the chinese 
economy and society also undercuts the Party’s 
standing. disparities in income distribution, 

The Chinese government could be quite effective 
in pacifying negative nationalist sentiments, 
while pursuing pragmatic economic growth and 
regional strategic stability. But failure to curb 
unruly nationalist fever could be worrisome. 

52 Bijian Zheng, “china’s ‘Peaceful rise’ to great-Power status,” 
foreign affairs, vol.84, no.5 (september/october 2005), pp.18-24; 
Jisi Wang, “china’s search for stability with america,” Foreign 
Affairs, vol.84, no.5 (september/october 2005), pp.39-48

53 see David shambaugh, “china’s fragile future,” World Policy 
Journal (fall 1994), pp.41-45; Denny roy, “hegemon on the 
horizon: china’s threat to east asian security,” International 
Security, vol.19, no.1 (summer 1994), pp.149-168; alstair i. 
Johnston, “is china a status Quo Power?” International Security, 
vol.27, no.4 (spring 2003), pp.5-56

54 see Bill gertz, The China Threat (Washington, D.c.: regency 2002)

55 John mearsheimer, The Tragedy of Great Power Politics  
(new york: norton, 2001)

56 a.i. Johnston, “Beijing’s security Behavior in the asia-Pacific: is china 
a Dissatisfied Power?” in suh, katzenstein, and carlson, op. cit., p.67

57 see Xue-tong yan, “Qiangdajunli caineng Baozheng heping  
Jueqi (strong military Power can only guarantee Peaceful rise,” 
Huan Qiu (globe), no. 17 (september 1, 2005); yongnian Zheng, 
Discovering Chinese Nationalism in China: Modernization, Identity, 
and International Relations (cambridge: cambridge university  
Press, 1999), pp.108-109

58 yongnian Zheng, Ibid,ch.5
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gaps between the prosperous coast and the hin-
terlands and rampant corruption all pose a chal-
lenge. official patriotism, which was initiated 
by Jiang Zemin on the occasion of the return of 
hong Kong in 1997, was a well-calculated politi-
cal and ideological move to supplement waning 
socialist ideology.59

What then are the implications of the nation-
alist resurgence in china for the future of the 
northeast Asian order? If china chooses a posi-
tive or enlightened nationalism, no profound 
conflict need emerge. under the ‘peaceful devel-
opment’ policy line, china will seek a more ac-
commodating regional policy through coopera-
tive bilateral relations, open regionalism, and 
compliance with multilateralism. the chinese 
government could be quite effective in pacifying 
negative nationalist sentiments, while pursuing 
pragmatic economic growth and regional stra-
tegic stability. But failure to curb unruly nation-
alist fever could be worrisome. If the chinese 
government tolerates popular nationalism in 
the name of ‘patriotism is not guilty,’ as shown 
in its silence over massive violent anti-Japanese 
riots (e.g., attacks on the Japanese embassy in 
Beijing and consulate in shanghai as well as the 
boycott of Japanese products) in March 2005, 
a northeast Asian regional order based on co-
operation and integration is highly unlikely, 
for such hostile attitudes can negatively affect 
not only its relations with Japan, but also with 
south Korea and the united states. 

the most troubling aspect comes from the 
correlates of assertive nationalism and china’s 
strategic positioning. As long as china adheres 
to its traditional policy of peaceful co-exist-
ence, china can continue to play a constructive 
role in shaping a new regional order. how-
ever, if nationalism drives china to become a 
regional spoiler, northeast Asia could face a 

traumatic shift. this could happen under two 
circumstances. one is growing containment 
of china by the united states and Japan as a 
negative outcome of the china threat thesis 
urged by ultra-conservatives in Japan and the 
united states. the other is a state of internal 
fragmentation and subsequent unrest in china 
that could result from a combination of falter-
ing economic performance, social and regional 
polarization, and political incompetence by the 
chinese communist Party. the former would 
serve as the pull factor by precipitating popular 
nationalism and making china adopt a more 
confrontational security and economic policy. 
the latter could be the push factor forcing the 
chinese leadership to invoke official patriotism 
and inducing it to undertake a military adven-
ture as it did through the invasion of vietnam 
in early the 1980s. such scenarios are no longer 
fictional in military terms. Although meager by 
American standards, china’s defense spending 
has been growing by more than 10 percent per 
year since 1990, and progress in science and 
technology has greatly enhanced its military po-
tential.60 nationalism-driven hard-line confron-
tation can readily endanger the region. It may 
well be said that the future direction of chinese 
nationalism is the wild card in determining the 
shape of northeast Asia’s regional order.

oVErCoMing ThE sPECTEr of naTionalisM
Building a viable regional order in northeast 
Asia seems a daunting journey. this is not only 
because of the strategic uncertainty of power 
transition, but also because of the incomplete 
stage of liberal transition lacking common val-
ues, norms, and interests. What is more trouble-
some is the resurgence of nationalist identity 
politics, which fuels a vicious circle of suspicion 
and distrust in the region. the specter of paro-

59 guangqiu Xu, “anti-Western nationalism in china, 1989-99,” 
World Affairs, vol.163, no.4 (spring 2001), pp.151-162

60 ikuo kayahara, “chugoku no kokubo kindaika to ajia no 
kincho [china’s Defense modernization and aisa’s tension],” 
Chuo Koron (may 2005), pp.204-215
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chial and often offensive nationalism compli-
cates the tragedy of great power politics. the 
“masses” can be easily mobilized under the 
banner of nationalism to denounce another 
country, undermining the chance for commu-
nity building in the region. thus, it would be 
quite unthinkable to establish and sustain a new 
regional order of co-existence and harmony 
without first tackling the problem of destruc-
tive nationalism. 

What should be done? the most important 
task is to prevent nationalism from being mis-
used for domestic political gain. this requires 
not only prudence, self-restraint, and integrity 
by politicians, but also universal civic virtues 
and the vigilance of grassroots citizens. the 
pursuit of parochial nationalism at the expense 
of regional cooperation and integration would 
be a Faustian bargain. 

equally important is avoiding vicious nation-
alism across national boundaries. this can be 
done by cultivating transnational solidarity 
among liberal forces in the region as well as 
confronting and breaking down an unintended, 
inadvertent ultra-conservative alliance, which 
earns political capital from a nationalist war of 
attrition. As demonstrated by successful public 
campaigns to block the adoption of revised his-
tory textbooks in Japan, a new transnational 
liberal coalition can be a powerful social force 
to counter-balance conservative actions.

countries should also develop joint programs 
to cultivate a new regional identity of co-exist-
ence, harmony, and cooperation. despite bitter 
historical memories of domination and subjuga-
tion, northeast Asia shares a common cultural 
and historical heritage that should be empha-
sized more than contentious past insults. the 
time has come for northeast Asia to take away 
an important lesson from europe’s early phase 
of regional integration by cultivating vision-
ary leadership able to articulate a constructive 
agenda of cooperation and integration. that is 
the way forward. 
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